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Championing Kindness in Leadership with Kelly Hopkins

🎙️ Ready to embark on a journey filled with laughs and wisdom? Join host Emma Herbert and her charming guest, Kelly Hopkins, on the latest episode of Empowered as they navigate life’s adventures, Slurpees and all! 💫 💼 With laughter as their compass and empathy as their superpower, Kelly and Emma tackle topics from career […]
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IPO, M&A insights with Reece Walker, McCullough Robertson

🎉 After a short break, our hosts Jackson Barnes and Nigel Heyn are back! 🎙️ Join us as we kick off with an exciting exploration of Brisbane’s corporate success alongside Reece Walker from McCullough Robertson. Get ready to dive into strategic insights and navigate the dynamic business landscape of Brisbane with us! ✨💼 Explore the […]
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Unveiling the Future of AI: Microsoft AI Tour

I’m eager to share some exciting highlights from our trip down to Sydney this week for the Microsoft AI Tour. It’s been a truly enlightening experience, and I’m thrilled to pass on some key insights to all of you. First things first, let’s talk about the AI revolution. It’s not something that’s just happening abroad; […]
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REDD x CyberCert Partnership Announcement

Partnership Announcement  We are delighted to announce a significant milestone in SME cyber security resilience – our partnership with CyberCert! As the first MSP to partner with CyberCert, we are committed to reshaping the cyber preparedness landscape. What is CyberCert? It’s a simple, recognisable way to ensure the organisation you’re dealing with has the correct […]
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REDD’s Top 5 Workplace Productivity Hacks for 2024

In the dynamic landscape of the business world, productivity is the heartbeat that keeps companies thriving. As we dive into 2024, the challenges and opportunities in the realm of workplace productivity are more prominent than ever. To shed light on this, we sat down with Lee Stevens, Principal Consultant of Advisory at REDD to discuss […]
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REDD x Arctic Wolf Executive Lunch

Cyber Security Lunch, Facilitating Strategic Alliances with Industry Leaders Cyber security is one of the top concerns for businesses in Australia. With the threat landscape constantly evolving, it’s more important than ever to have a robust security posture in place. Our recent executive lunch with Arctic Wolf, a leader in cyber security, provided a strategic […]
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How AI Will Affect Your Business in 2024: Insights from CROFTI Leaders

We’re thrilled to welcome new faces to the REDD studio for our final episode of 2023! In episode 45 we are joined by Lucas Meadowcroft and Dean Cavanagh, tech entrepreneurs behind CROFTI and Tribu. We delve into how AI will affect your business in 2024 and the complexities of AI integration, particularly in the MSP […]
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The Godfather of Cyber Pt 2: Darren Hopkins on Aus Cyber Strategy 2030 & Emerging Threats

The godfather of cyber security has returned to the REDD studio! Join us for episode 44 of REDD’s Business and Technology Podcast, with host Jackson Barnes and co-host Nigel Heyn in this discerning discussion with Darren Hopkins, who is the Cyber Partner at McGrathNicol with over 30 years of protecting and responding to cyber threats […]
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Journey from Australia’s Most Successful Cricket Coach to Leadership Coach, John Buchanan

In episode 43 of REDD’s Business and Technology Podcast, join our host Jackson Barnes and co-host Nigel Heyn in this inspiring discussion with John Buchanan, renowned coach and leadership expert and the founder of Buchanan Success Coaching, as he shares invaluable insights from his illustrious career, transitioning from cricket coaching to business leadership. Drawing parallels […]
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Navigating CEO Pitfalls: Ian Judson’s Guide to Effective Business Leadership

In episode 42 of REDD’s Business and Technology Podcast, join our host Jackson Barnes and co-host Nigel Heyn in this insightful discussion with Ian Judson, an experienced business coach and the founder of Judsons Coaching, as they discuss the importance of a cohesive leadership team. Ian emphasises the need for CEOs to understand their management […]
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How Ryan Ko is Making Australia the Most Cyber-Safe Country through Cyber Education

In episode 41 of REDD’s Business and Technology Podcast, join our host Jackson Barnes and co-host Brad Ferris in this compelling discussion with Ryan Ko, a Professor, Chair and Founding Director of The University of Queensland’s Cyber Security. Ryan shares his insights on transforming cyber security education in Australia. Ryan’s extensive experience as an ISO […]
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Ex-Wallaby turned ASX listed CEO – Dan Crowley

In episode 40 of REDD’s Business and Technology Podcast, join our host Jackson Barnes and co-host Nigel Heyn, in this engaging discussion with Dan Crowley, the passionate managing director and CEO of Avada Group, as he delves into the world of traffic control and business expansion. Avada, a Queensland success story, has become the tech […]
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Human Centered Technology

Where technology and people interface

At REDD we believe that technology represents this worlds’ most powerful force for economic and social change, when properly harnessed, it uplifts the people it touches and revolutionises the businesses that embrace it. 
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Level 4/88 Jephson Street

Toowong QLD 4066







Gold Coast

Level 9, 1 Corporate Court

Bundall QLD 4217







Sydney

Level 3, 476-478 George Street

Sydney NSW 2000
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